Revolutionizing Data Management

“Viscosity has earned their
place as a most valued
Partner for our IT department.
Their professionalism and
dedication allowed us to meet
our commitments to internal
business units, and provide
a better performing, better
architected system.”
- Senior Director,
IT McAfee, Inc.
(an Intel Company)

Data demands are growing, even if your operational capacity
isn’t. To keep up, you need to simplify, streamline, and automate.
Delphix specializes in providing a virtualization platform for your data
within a firm’s on-premises, private, or public cloud infrastructure.
Revolutionizing your data management means streamlining data application
development to increase access speed for your users. Projects operate at twice the
speed and maintain End-user control to release applications 10x faster than other data
services.
The Delphix database solutions also restore and refresh 1000x times faster than
other cloud service or on premise solutions. With a unique focus on applications and
databases, and features that exist nowhere else, the Delphix solution brings enterprise
data into the modern age.

At Viscosity North America we use our expertise in Oracle EBS architecture, development
and deployment to ensure every organization we work with is getting the most out
of their Data Management capabilities. At Viscosity, we have a proven record of
accelerating the EBS as well Non-EBS projects with Delphix by virtualizing the
dTechStack, as well as utilizing Database Virtualization and AppTier Virtualization.
We are a Delphix partner to
accelerate, simplify, and transform
EBS application customization and
enhancements.

When you lean on Viscosity, you’re partnering with genuine experts and authors of
industry best practices. Whether you’re looking to implement Delphix Data Management
or consolidate onto Oracle Engineered Systems, EMC, VCE, VMWare, and Oracle VM,
our team has answers for your data management questions. Learn more about how
you can maintain and maximize your investments at www.viscosityna.com. For more
information on how Viscosity can help revolutionize your data management,
email us at sales@viscosityna.com.
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